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ABSTRACT

Exotic Higgs Production at the LHC: A Model Independent Study of

Physics Beyond the Standard Model Using the Higgs

by

Umut Can Oktem

Advised by Nathaniel Craig and Seth Koren

In this report, we propose a method for comprehensively studying processes where

an undiscovered particle is produced in the LHC and consequently decays into the

Higgs Boson, which we call Higgs + X processes. We first look at the contribu-

tions of general extensions of the Standard Model to the coe�cients of dimension-

6 SMEFT operators that contain Higgs-SM interactions. Then we use existing

bounds on the corresponding Wilson coe�cients to find out how tight the current

constraints are on the LHC production of the contributing undiscovered particles.

We use this to construct a table containing single field extensions of the Standard

Model along with the Higgs + X processes that they contribute to at the EFT

level and the maximum allowed cross section for these processes under current

bounds. This dictionary tells us which extensions can be best probed by Higgs

+ X searches. Using this tool, we identify BSM models with vector-like leptons

that transform under the 1,2 and 3 representations of the SU(2) Gauge group as

promising places to look at. Then we build these models on software level and

calculate the theoretical number of Higgs + X events that come from the on-shell

production of these new particles. Then we identify three LHC searches that can

be used to constrain the parameter spaces of these models. We find that one of

the searches has an existing analysis that puts bounds on the singlet model while

the analyses of other searches must be modified before they can impose bounds on

the latter two models, which we leave for future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Standard Model

and Beyond

1.1 The Standard Model so Far

Building of the Standard Model of particle physics has been one of the most

successful endeavours in the history of science. With the discovery of the Higgs Bo-

son at the LHC in 2012 [1] [2], the Standard Model was completed and established

as most accurate model of the microscopic world up to date, with accuracy going

up to 13 decimal places for some processes. This framework contains 12 fermions,

which are the constituents of matter, 4 gauge bosons, which are force carriers,

and the enigmatic Higgs Boson, which gives fermions their mass. This success has

been possible thanks to the century long collaboration between experimentalists

and theorists, with some highlights including the building of the aforementioned

Large Hadron Collider, which is a 27 kilometer long particle collider under the

French-Swiss border. Quantum Field Theory tells us that fundamental particles,

the building blocks of nature, are able to interact together and turn into other

fundamental particles after collisions, and this is precisely how LHC allows exper-

imentalists to discover new particles. By colliding protons together and turning

their constituents into other particles, which themselved decay into muons and

electrons that we can observe via detectors, scientists have been able to discover
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the entire Standard Model, which can be seen below, as illustrated by Symmetry

Magazine [3].

Figure 1.1: A compact illustration summarizing the Standard Model

With all these nice discoveries and success, one might wonder what else is

there to discover in the world of particle physics? Fortunately for physicists, the

Standard Model still has deficiencies, which can be categorized into three.

First of all, Standard Model doesn’t explain some of the phenomena we ob-

serve such as the flavor oscillation of neutrinos [4], the fact that 95 percent of the

constituents of our universe are hidden from us (in the form of dark matter and

dark energy) [5], and the daily observed phenomenon of gravity.

Secondly, some parameters of the Standard Model are hard to make sense of,

which are called fine tuning problems. For example, the mass of the Higgs Boson

should be driven up by the fact that no symmetry that the Standard Model exhibits

protects this mass from radiative corrections. However, the observed mass of the

Higgs Boson, namely 125 GeV, is much lighter than this expected high value, which
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strongly suggests the existence of precise cancellations due to a mechanism that

we haven’t observed yet. This is called the hierarchy problem and it is a more

subtle deficiency of the Standard Model.

And finally, the Standard Model has too many free parameters, 18 to be exact.

Ideally, we want a theory with more symmetries and less free parameters, as the

origin of these parameters are still unknown. This suggests a deeper, more unified

underlying theory.

All these deficiencies motivate the need for Physics Beyond the Standard Model.

And this is where our work comes into play.

1.2 The Higgs and New Physics

There has been countless Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) theories built by

monumental e↵ort from theorists in the past decades [6]. Some of these theories

are extremely elegant, yet none of them have been confirmed so far. This suggests

the need for new search strategies. The most common strategy so far has been

building a model by extending the SM Lagrangian, finding how it can decay to SM

particles or vice versa, and looking at final states observed in the colliders to see

if the detector data can be uniquely tied to the BSM model. However, the sheer

volume of new models as well as LHC data makes this task exceedingly di�cult.

We want to find instances that ’break’ the Standard Model in the LHC, namely

deviations in the data from what we expect from the SM alone, but there are many

possibilities that lead to such deviation.

There are many di↵erent Standard Model particles that can interact with BSM

Physics, which makes the possible BSM-SM interaction kinematic space over-

whelmingly large. However, we have reason to suspect that the recently discovered

Higgs Boson is the leading connection to BSM Physics. Higgs is the least well un-

derstood member of the Standard Model, which suggests that there is more to be

learned about BSM Physics from studying the Higgs. There are also other reasons

as to why we think Higgs is the leading connection to undiscovered physics.

Firstly, the Higgs Boson is the only scalar particle we have discovered, meaning
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it has no spin. The SM symmetry group allows any two scalars to interact, so if

there are any undiscovered scalars, Higgs is able to couple to it, which means Higgs

interactions would be the ideal place to look at. The scalar structure also allows

Higgs to couple to dark sector particles that don’t have SM quantum numbers,

which suggests that Higgs might be the leading connection to the fundamental

constituents of dark matter [7]. Additionally, the Higgs plays a key role in many

proposed solutions to the problems of SM [4] [7] [8]. This makes Higgs a very good

place to look for in the search for BSM Physics.

Even if we do identify Higgs as indeed the leading connection to BSM Physics,

there are numerous ways in which we can go about using it to aid in the search for

new particles. One approach has been studying processes where the Higgs decays

into long-lived particles [9] [10]. Another approach, the one we took in this study,

is looking at processes where an undiscovered particle decays into Higgs and some

other Standard Model particles. The idea is if we can quantify the theoretical

number of such exotic collider events, which we call Higgs + X events, we can

compare this number to existing searches at the LHC for final states involving the

Higgs and put bounds on the parameters of the corresponding BSM parameters.

Additionally, if we find promising Higgs + X kinematics that are currently un-

searched for, we can point experimentalists at these events as promising avenues

of new discovery.

So our goal is as follows: look at BSM models, calculate the expected number

of Higgs + X events that must come from the heavy modes of the BSM models,

identify the most promising interactions, compare to existing searches and see

if the bounds are better than current ones or alternatively o↵er new searches if

interesting kinematics haven’t been searched for yet. However, such models are

numerous. As mentioned before, there are innumerable ways to go beyond the

Standard Model. Instead of looking at each model that couples to Higgs separately,

there is a way for us to study Higgs interactions with the BSM from a model

independent framework. A very useful technique called E↵ective Field Theory

(EFT) allows us to systematically study how Higgs interacts with BSM Physics

without referencing a specific model and subsequently gives us an easy way of
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identifying the most interesting interactions.

We want to study signals of SM-BSM interactions that involve Higgs + X

final states, and while there are countless possibilities as mentioned before, EFT

is able to parametrize our ignorance of the underlying model without referencing

it specifically. This gives us a clear method for comprehensively studying which

final states may come from new physics and which BSM-Higgs interactions are the

most probable. Then we tie back these EFT processes to a finite range of models

that give rise to it and identify the structure of single-field extensions of the SM

that interact most significantly with the Higgs. Out of these models, we can select

the ones that are most likely to be constrained the best by Higgs searches, as some

of these models include significant interactions with other SM pieces as well. This

endows us with a powerful tool for identifying which BSM models are best probed

by Higgs searches. Using this tool, we can also identify interesting final state

kinematics that haven’t been searched for, if it turns out that such final states are

experimentally significant.

So our study serves a two-fold purpose. Using our method, we are able to iden-

tify single field extensions of the SM that are best constrained by Higgs searches.

And additionally, our results will tell us about novel search strategies. In this

report, we apply this method to find three promising single field extensions that

decay into Higgs, but the same method can be used to find other such exotic

models as well.



Chapter 2

E↵ective Field Theory

2.1 Hierarchy of Scales and the Laws of Nature

In all scientific disciplines, it is important to know when and how to work with

descriptions that are fit to the regime of interests. Analyzing every system as an

emergent phenomena arising from the interaction of its most fundamental con-

stituents would be an impossible task. For example, we wouldn’t be able to say

anything about the human body if biologists tried to derive all cell interactions

from Quantum Mechanics. When studying a system, we don’t always have to com-

prehend the gritty details of every single constituent to come up with a predictive

model. And particle physics is no exception to this rule.

In Quantum Field Theory, which is the main framework that describes modern

particle physics, the laws of nature are scale dependent. For example, for 1-100

GeV, the Standard Model describes everything, while below a GeV nucleons replace

quarks and gluons as the description for nuclear processes. Going to much higher

energies, a currently undiscovered theory of Quantum Gravity describes everything

yet the physics at this scale is not relevant for describing every day life or even

processes we observe in modern colliders. An e↵ective field theory is an e↵ective

description of a full theory of nature that describes the regime of interest accurately

[11]. This theory is easier to work with than the full theory because it doesn’t

include the degrees of freedom that are only relevant to regimes (energy) outside

of the scale of interest. One early example is the Fermi Theory of Weak Interaction

7
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[12].

When beta decays were first observed, the apparent process was a neutron

going into a proton, electron, and electron neutrino, which is not an interaction

found in the Standard Model. However, this apparent process was due to the

fact that the heavy W boson that actually intermediates the interaction is only

produced on-shell at high energies, thus it is not observable by a low energy probe.

However, when the interaction is written as an EFT, the mass of the W boson gives

a contribution to the interaction vertex. Thus even though the full description is

the SM process qq̄ ! W ! ē⌫e, for an E↵ective theory, the W boson vertex
g2

p2�m2
w

is replaced by GF = g2

m2
w
, thus the entire interaction is written in terms

of the relevant degrees of freedom below the W boson mass, namely a 4 lepton

interaction vertex. The idea behind parametrizing new heavy physics using EFT

is similar, but with some caveats.

2.2 Building an E↵ective Description

The Fermi Theory of weak interaction is what is called a top-down EFT, as

we know the underlying theory, namely the Standard Model, and construct an

e↵ective description for regimes where the energies of interest are smaller than

the W boson mass. Characterizing new physics, however, requires what is called

a bottom-up approach, because we don’t know the full theory of nature. More

specifically, we don’t know what theory the Standard Model is the low energy

description of. Thus, we need to construct our EFT from the bottom-up in an

independent way. Thankfully, this was already done and it is called the Standard

Model E↵ective Theory, or SMEFT for short [13]. SMEFT can be written down

by following three steps. First, we include all SM particles that have masses below

the energy cuto↵, m  ⇤, as the degrees of freedom of our EFT. These particles

and their derivatives can be combined to form operators that correspond to heavy

degrees of freedom that are a part of the full theory. Then, we impose that the EFT

extension, which manifests as operators made out of the aforementioned fields and

their combinations, have to obey certain symmetries, namely the Poincare sym-
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metry and the Standard Model Gauge Symmetry (SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) ). These

operators must also conserve the lepton and baryon number of processes. And

finally, we need to use something called power counting to avoid constructing an

infinite number of operators. Higher order operators are suppressed more heavily,

so even though there are infinite operators in any EFT, only a finite number of

them are relevant.

If we treat Standard Model as an e↵ective description of a deeper theory, the

full Lagrangian in the regime of interest takes the form:

LBSM = LSM + Leff (2.1)

where:

Leff =
1X

j

cj
⇤Dj�d

Oj (2.2)

and ⇤ denotes the cuto↵ scale for our regime, Dj is the mass dimension of the

operator and d is the number of space time dimensions. Wait a second, mass

dimension? Roughly, mass dimension can be thought of as the following: if oper-

ators took a number value, to what power of energy (GeV, MeV, etc.) would its

units be? [11]. This can be calculated by noting that the Lagrangian must have

mass dimension [d], which is the number spacetime dimensions, thus scalar fields

have mass dimension 1. So we can find the mass dimension of an Operator by

following a similar procedure. And for an operator with mass dimension Dj, the

coupling would be suppressed by ⇤Dj�d. So in 4 spacetime dimensions, the the

dimension 6 operators would receive a suppression of ⇤2 and higher dimensional

operators would receive more powerful corrections and so on. We assume that the

higher suppressed operators are not super relevant for LHC physics, thus we turn

our attention to dimension 6 operators, which is exactly what was meant by power

counting earlier.

Note that in this context general extension means we assume all UV complete

Gauge Invariant fields and interactions that can be added to the SM are added.

Once we have our EFT, given by:

LEFT = LSM +
X

i

ci
⇤2

Oi (2.3)
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we have a model independent way of parametrizing new physics. More specifically,

we can use data that shows deviations from the Standard Model to put bounds on

the coe�cients of these operators by performing a global fit, which is already done

for Electroweak precision data [14]. Since we are interested in looking at what

Higgs can tell us about BSM Physics, it makes sense to look at the dimension-6

SMEFT operators (59 total in the Warsaw basis) that contain Higgs [13]. So far

so good. However there is one problem. The EFT contributions might come from

di↵erent types of physics and it’s impossible to construct a unique EFT extension

without knowing the full theory. Wasn’t that the point though? Yes, but we

also want to use the EFT description as a guide to see what kind of New Physics

couples to Higgs in a significant way. So what we can do is look at a general list

of single field extensions of the Standard Model, integrate them out, and match

them to EFT operators.

2.3 Top-Down and Bottom-Up

At tree level, integrating out heavy extensions of the Standard Model simply

adds contributions to the Wilson coe�cients of our dimension-6 SMEFT opera-

tors. Multiple field extensions modify SM field-Higgs interactions in complicated

ways. In order to find the most potentially significant fields, we can consider each

extension to be independent. So, we look at a single field extension at the time.

So all we have to do is look at SMEFT operators that contain Higgs, match them

to the BSM Physics that gives them contributions, and collect the results in a nice

way. Matching BSM Physics to their SMEFT contributions is a di�cult task, but

thankfully this was recently done by de Blas et. al. [15]. Conveniently, we use

their results.

First, we make a list of SMEFT operators that contain Higgs. We then list

possible Higgs + X processes these operators can contribute to, and rank these

processes by interaction strength, such as:
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Table 2.1: Ranked H+X Processes Generated by non-Hadronic Operators

Operator Vertices Production Processes X Coupling

Oye ll̄h qq̄ �! W e and ē (3 final states) g22
2

qq̄ �! Z l and l̄ (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

qq̄ �! � l and l̄ (3 final states) e2

O5 eēh qq̄ �! Z e and ē (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

⌫⌫̄h qq̄ �! Z ⌫ and ⌫̄ (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

eēh qq̄ �! � e and ē (3 final states) e2

Oe� eēh qq̄ �! W , Z e and ē (3 final states) g22
2 ,

e2

4s2wc2w

O�B hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

These are just some examples. The full list can be found in Appendix A.

Once we have the list, we must find fields that contribute to the coe�cients.

Luckily for us, a study by Ellis et. al. [14] has put upper bounds on the Wil-

son Coe�cients for SMEFT Operators using Electroweak Precision data. Since

SMEFT is universal, these constraints hold regardless of the underlying model.

These constraints can in turn be translated into constraints on the parameters of

the contributing fields, as most fields contribute to the Wilson coe�cients as �2

M2 .

Calculating the SMEFT contributed Higgs + X cross sections when the Ellis con-

straints are saturated, we find the highest allowed cross section for BSM to Higgs

decays in the EFT limit under current bounds,

The full list is in Appendix B, but here are some examples for the sake of

convenience:
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Table 2.2: Ranked H+X Processes for Single-Field Extensions Constrained by Ellis
et al.

Field Parameter Processes SM Couplings Operators � Bound

N �2N qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 7.8⇥ 10�8pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 6.9⇥ 10�8 pb

E �2E qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 1.2⇥ 10�8 pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

Oe�, O(3)
�l 1.8⇥ 10�8pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

⌃ �2⌃ qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 8.7⇥ 10�3pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 8.1⇥ 10�9pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 1.2⇥ 10�7pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�

⌃1 �2⌃1
qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e

g2p
2

O(3)
�l 3.0⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 3.0⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 6.0⇥ 10�11pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�

Using this list, we can identify the extensions that have the most interesting

Higgs interactions by selecting those that have a high maximum allowed cross

section, as this suggests room for additional constraints from Higgs searches. That

being said, some fields have more interesting interactions with other SM particles,

so we focus on the subset that has Higgs decays as the most promising final states.

Now that we have our Single Field-Higgs + X dictionary, we can go beyond the

EFT limit and study the on-shell production of promising fields.



Chapter 3

Leptonic Extensions: A

Promising Avenue

3.1 Vectorlike SU(2) Singlet

Using the dictionary, we can finally identify the most interesting single-field

extensions that decay into Higgs + X. Since strongly interacting models are most

likely not constrained the best by Higgs searches, we turn our attention to leptonic

extensions.

We first identified the new vector like (1,1,-1) field, called E, as one of the most

promising single field extensions. This can be thought of as a heavy Electron, with

the only di↵erence being it is vector-like, which means its right and left handed

components transform the same way. This is significant because it allows this field

to have its own physical mass, since the term ĒE is now allowed. This means it

doesn’t require a Higgs to gain mass. Thus, it is allowed to be arbitrarily heavy

from a purely theoretical standpoint.

We already know the Higgs + X cross section from E in the EFT limit. But

now that we have identified the model, we can look at the on-shell production of

E and its subsequent decay to Higgs. To do this, we must compute some vertices

first. This will allow us to find the tree-level diagrams of this model.

From the representation (1,1,-1), we can write down the gauge covariant deriva-

13
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tive for this field as well as a mass term. Then the Kinetic part of the new field

Lagrangian can be written as [15]:

LKin =  ̄Ei /D E �ME ̄ E (3.1)

where  denotes the Dirac fields that hold E and its Hermitian conjugated anti-

particle. And the coupling to the SM is given by the new Yukawa interaction

[15]:

LBSM = (�E)riĒRr�
†lLi (3.2)

where � is the SM Higgs doublet and l is the left handed Dirac leptons with

generation index i. Once the Higgs field acquires its vacuum expectation value, we

get the following Lagrangian:

LBSM,broken = (�E)ri
Hp
2
ĒRrlLi +

vp
2
(�E)riĒRrlLi + h.c. (3.3)

As we found during our study, it is more convenient to work with Weyl fermions,

which relates to the Dirac spinor  E as

 E =

0

B@
E

Ē†

1

CA (3.4)

In addition to its own mass terms, the Lagrangian for E also contains quadratic

terms that involve an electron and this particle, so the total mass Lagrangian is

written as:

Lmass =

⇣
ē Ē

⌘ 
me 0
�Evp

2
ME

! 
e

E

!
+

⇣
ē† Ē†

⌘ 
me

�Evp
2

0 ME

! 
e†

E†

!

where e is an electron and ē is an anti-electron. The mass matrix M here is not

diagonal, which means the E and e that appear in the Lagrangian are not pure

mass eigenstates. We can rotate this theory and still get the same physics. This

proves to be more convenient if we want to compute cross sections. We can find

a rotation that puts E and the Dirac fermion for electron-positron, E , into a mass

eigenstate. This is to say that the mass squared matrix, where M2 = M †M , can
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be diagonalized by a unitary transformation UR.

U�1
R M 2UR =

"
m2

e,diagonal 0

0 M2
E,diagonal

#
(3.5)

Before we do so, notice that the right handed and left handed components of the

electron and E fields rotate di↵erently. We can find two matrices UL and UR such

that UT
LMUR = MD, which agrees with the result U †

RM
†MUR = MD [16]. Once

we get UR, we can get UL = (MT )�1U⇤
RMD, which gives us the gauge eigenstates

by: 0

B@
EL,R gauge

 L,R gauge

1

CA = UL,R

0

B@
EL,R mass

 L,R mass

1

CA (3.6)

where  is the Dirac fermion that holds the E fields and E is the Dirac fermion

that holds electrons.

As a brief aside, it is important to note that the Standard Model Yukawa,

ye =
p
2me/v, becomes modified. This is because the physical electron mass is

a measured constant, and after mixing, the physical electron mass relates to the

Standard Model Yukawa in a modified way. To find the new Yukawa, we must

compute how the new physical electron mass relates to the Standard Model one.

When we say physical mass, we refer to the eigenvalues of the mass squared matrix.

The mass squared matrix is:

M 2 =

0

@ (
�2
Ev2

2 + v2y2e
2 ) �Evp

2
(vyep

2
+ME)

�Evp
2
(vyep

2
+ME) (

�2
E)v2

2 +M2
E)

1

A

where ye is the new Yukawa coupling. To solve for the new yukawa, we set the

lighter eigenvalue of the mass squared matrix to the square root of the electron

mass me = 0.511MeV/c2. Doing so and solving for ye, we find:

ye =

p
2me

v
+

p
2

v

⇣ �2
Ev2

2 �m2
e

ME

⌘
(3.7)

Now that we have the mass squared matrix and the new yukawa, we can find the

eigenvectors of the matrix, normalize them, and diagonalize it to find the rotation
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matrix UR. Doing so gives us the rotation matrix:

UR =

0

BBBB@

( 2s

4+

⇣
m02�M2

E
+
p

�2
E

v2m02+(M2
E

�m02)2

�Evm0

⌘2 ) ( �2s

4+

⇣
�m02+M2

E
+
p

�2
E

v2m02+(M2
E

�m02)2

�Evm0

⌘2 )

( 2s

4+

⇣
�m02+M2

E
+
p

�2
E

v2m02+(M2
E

�m02)2

�Evm0

⌘2 ) ( 2s

4+

⇣
m02�M2

E
+
p

�2
E

v2m02+(M2
E

�m02)2

�Evm0

⌘2 )

1

CCCCA

The left handed mixing matrix relates to this via UL = (MT )�1U⇤
RMD [16], so:

UL =

 
cosR(✓) �MsinR(✓)

m0 + sinR(✓)
m0 )

��EvcosR(✓)
ME

+ m0sinR(✓)
ME

cosR(✓) +
�EvsinR(✓)

ME

!

where cosR(✓) and sinR(✓) are the rotations for UR.

Similarly, let cosL(✓) and sinL(✓) denote the rotations for the left handed com-

ponents. Note that unlike UR, the entries [1, 1] and [2, 2] for UL are not the same

(or [1, 2] and [2, 1]), not analytically at least. But to first order, turns out they

agree, so I will refer to both [1, 1] and [2, 2] as cosL(✓) and same for sinL(✓).

We also note that the right handed sine rotations are much smaller than the

left handed ones. Then we mostly need to be concerned with the left-handed field

re-definitions. The left-handed field re-definitions are:

emass = cosL(✓)egauge � sinL(✓)Egauge (3.8)

and

Emass = cosL(✓)Egauge + sinL(✓)egauge (3.9)

and same goes for the right handed ones. Now let’s look at how the field E couples

to the Gauge bosons after mixing. The Standard Model electroweak coupling to

leptons is given by [11]:

Llept =
g2p
2
W+

µ N̄L�
µEL +

g2p
2
W�

µ ĒL�µNL +
e

swcw
ZµJ

µ
z � eAµĒ�µE (3.10)

where Jµ
z = N̄L�

µNL

2 � ĒL�µEL
2 + s2wĒ�µE .

However, this is not all. Since we have a covariant derivative in the kinetic term,

this leads to additional W, Z, and � couplings. In the gauge basis, we follow

Srednicki’s prescription to calcuate the BSM covariant derivative as [11] :

Lcov,g = i ̄E�
µ(@µ � ig1Bµ) E (3.11)
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where we have written the most general gauge covariant derivative term that obeys

the (1,1,-1) symmetry. This term, combined with the aforementioned Higgs cou-

pling, gives us the double production terms for the new field E, which to first

order don’t contain any lambda. On the other hand, single production terms come

from mixing and contain lambda, and since Ellis’ constraints [14] tell us that this

coupling is small, we expect double production to be the dominant mode.

Now that we have figured out the couplings, it is important to validate our

model before calculating Higgs + X cross sections. The field E is a general ex-

tension of the Standard Model, since its parameters, namely mass and coupling

�E, are free. The same type model has been built before over a specific parame-

ter range, so even though we are working over a general parameter space, we can

calculate cross sections for this specific range to get a double check on our model.

This will ensure that all the vertices are calculated correctly. So as validation, we

compare our results to those of Martin et. al. [17] over the parameter range they

specify. Another crucial di↵erence of our model is that we have calculated the full

mixing analytically whereas they have calculated it to first order using perturba-

tion theory. Even though both results agree for small �, the full form ensures that

our model is valid for any portion of the BSM parameter space.

In order to validate our results Martin and Kumar’s work [17], let’s work to

first order like them. Expressing the gauge basis terms in mass basis, we find the

following contributions from the SM leptonic currents to the couplings of E and

electrons to the W and Z bosons and photons to first order:

LZ,mixed =
e

swcw
Zµ

�Evp
2(ME �me)

(e†�̄µE + E†�̄µe) (3.12)

LW,mixed =
g2p
2
W+

µ

�Evp
2(ME �me)

⌫†�̄µE + c.c. (3.13)

LH,mixed =
�Ep
2
HeĒ (3.14)

and the vertex involving � cancels out. Note that we haven’t included the higher

order terms for the Higgs vertex. Since we are working to first order, the double

production terms don’t change after mixing.
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We want to validate our model, so we run Monte Carlo simulations on a software

called MadGraph [18] to calculate the cross section for the pp ! EĒ process. To

be consistent with Martin’s model, we set �E to be very small and compare our

cross sections for 13 TeV collisions to the results of Martin et. al. [17]. Our results

compared to Martin’s can be seen below as follows:

Figure 3.1: Our results for E pair production agree with Martin et. al. for small
coupling to SM (our x-axis starts at 150 GeV)

So far so good. We should also check that the branching ratios are right, since

doing so ensures that we have calculated the mixing correctly. Our branching

ratios take the following form (not including fourth order terms):

�(E ! Ze) =
1

32⇡

M3
E

v2
cos2R(✓)sin

2
L(✓)(1�

M2
Z

M2
E

)2(1 + 2
M2

Z

M2
E

) (3.15)

�(E ! he) = cos2L(✓)cos
2
R(✓)

�2�1
M2

E

64⇡
(1� M2

H

M2
E

)2 (3.16)

�(E ! W⌫e) =
1

32⇡

M3
E

v2
cos2R(✓)sin

2
L(✓)(1�

M2
W

M2
E

)2(1 + 2
M2

W

M2
E

) (3.17)
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These values agrees with Martin to second order in �E, which serves as a good

check. Before we run Higgs + X events, let’s confirm our suspicion that double

production is preferred over single production.

We run simulations for single E production, where pp ! Eē, E ! h + e or

pp ! Ēe, Ē ! h+ ē. The results can be seen below for 13 TeV:

Figure 3.2: Single Production Cross Sections are Significantly Lower than the
Double Production Ones

As we can see, double production has a higher cross section than single pro-

duction. So we conclude that double production processes are more interesting to

look at. Let’s move on to the next candidate, which is an SU(2) Doublet.

3.2 Vector-like SU(2) Doublet

The next candidate is again a vector-like lepton, but this time it is an SU(2)

fundamental, corresponding to the field �1 in Appendix B. To build this model, we

introduce a vector-like leptonic extension to the Standard Model that transforms
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under (1, 2,�1/2), which has the same form as the SM leptonic doublet l. But as

with before, this field is vector-like, so it has a mass term. Calling this particle

�1, we can write the SU(2) components of �1 as:

�1 =

"
N

E

#
(3.18)

where E is a Weyl fermion with charge �1 and N is a neutral Weyl fermion.

Writing out the kinetic term, we have:

LBSM ✓ �̄1i /D�1 �M�1�̄1�1 (3.19)

and the Higgs interaction term (after EWSB) is:

LBSM ✓ ���1p
2
Ē(H + v)e+ h.c. (3.20)

The gauge interaction terms before mixing are then:

LW ✓ g2p
2
W+

µ (N̄�µĒ† +N †�̄µE) + h.c. (3.21)

LZ ✓ g2
2cw

Zµ((�1 + 2s2w)(Ē�
µĒ† + E†�̄µE) + N̄�µN̄ † +N †�̄µN) (3.22)

L� ✓ eeAµ(Ē�
µĒ† + E†�̄µE). (3.23)

As with before, due to the Higgs vev term, the SM leptons and the BSM ones are

not mass eigenstates and we must rotate our theory to get them in mass eigenstates.

In this case, the charged mass matrix is:

M =

 
m0

e 0
��1vp

2
M�1

!

Note that the neutral component of the doublet doesn’t couple to the Higgs, there-

fore there is no mixing for N . Thus, we only need to rotate E and an electron (for

simplicity, we assume that the theory is not flavor democratic).
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We can find two diagonalizing matrices UR and UL to put our fields in mass

basis. Following Haber [16], we can find UR by requiring U †
RM

†MUR = M2
D.

UR =

 
cosR(✓) sinR(✓)

�sinR(✓) cosR(✓)

!

cosR(✓) = (
2r

4 +
⇣�2

�1
v02+m02�M2

�1
+
q

�4
�1

v04+2�2
�1

v2M2+(M2
�1

�m02)2

��1v
0m0

⌘2
) (3.24)

sinR(✓) = (
�2r

4 +
⇣��2

�1
v02�m02+M2

�1
+
q

�4
�1

v04+2�2
�1

v2M2+(M2
�1

�m02)2

��1v
0m0

⌘2
) (3.25)

Where v0 = vp
2
. We can find UL = (MT )�1U⇤

RMD from this by using the

relation, which gives UL: Which gives us:

UL =

0

@cosR(✓)� ��1v
0sinR(✓)

M�1
���1v

0cosR(✓)

m0
e

� M�1sinR(✓)

m0
e

m0
esinR(✓)
M�1

cosR(✓)

1

A

And the neutral component doesn’t mix at all. Note that m0
e here is

yvp
2
and M�1 is

the gauge eigenstate quadratic coupling parameter rather than the physical mass.

Now that we have the mixing, we can turn our attention to finding the physical

masses, which is going to be the eigenvalues of the mass squared matrix. The

physical BSM charged lepton mass then becomes:

ME =

r
1

2
(�2�1

v02 +m02
e +M2

�1
+
q
(M2

�1
+m02

e )
2 � 4m02

e M
2
�1
) (3.26)

And in terms of the physical electron mass me = 0.511MeV , the parameter m0
e is

solved as:

m0
e =

me

q
M2

�1
+ �2�1

v2 �m2
e

q
M2

�1
�m2

e

(3.27)

Now let’s look at the mixed interaction vertices. The matrices UL and UR transform

our gauge eigenstates into mass eigenstates. Then in the mass basis, the SM-BSM
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interaction vertices are:

LW ✓ g2p
2
W+

µ (cosL(✓)sinR(✓)N̄�
µē†+sinL(✓)cosR(✓)N

†�̄µe�cosL(✓)sinL(✓)⌫
†�E)+h.c.

(3.28)

Note that sinL(✓) is negligible when ��1 is small.

LZ ✓ g2
2cw

Zµ((�1 + 2s2w)(cosR(✓)sinR(✓)E
†�̄µe� cosL(✓)sinL(✓)Ē

†�̄µē) + h.c.

(3.29)

LBSM,H ✓ ���1p
2
(cosR(✓)cos(✓)LĒ(H + v)e� sinR(✓)sinL(✓)ē(H + v)E) + h.c.

(3.30)

Now that we have are vertices, we want to validate our model. Luckily, Martin

et. al. implemented this model as well in their paper [17]. Checking our pair

production cross sections against them, we get:

Figure 3.3: Our results for heavy lepton pair production agree with Martin et. al.
for their coupling value (our x-axis starts at 200 GeV)

It is also important that we compare to their branching ratio, as with before.
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Calculating the branching ratios, we find:

�(E ! W⌫) = 0 +O(�4) (3.31)

�(E ! Ze) =
1

32⇡

M3
E

v2
sin2

L(✓)(1�
M2

Z

M2
E

)2(1 + 2
M2

Z

M2
E

) (3.32)

�(E ! he) =
�2�1

M2
E

64⇡
(1� M2

H

M2
E

)2 (3.33)

�(N ! We) =
1

32⇡

M3
E

v2
sin2

L(✓)(1�
M2

W

M2
E

)2(1 + 2
M2

W

M2
E

) (3.34)

�(N ! Z⌫) = 0 +O(�4) (3.35)

Evaluating our results to first order against Martin, we find:

Figure 3.4: Our results for heavy lepton pair production agree with Martin et. al.
for their coupling value (our x-axis starts at 200 GeV)

Great! Now we know we have the correct branching ratios (to first order at

least), we can move on to calculating some Higgs + X cross sections right? Not so
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fast, there is still one more simple BSM extension that we can look into, which is

now an SU(2) Triplet.

3.3 The SU(2) Triplet Fermion

According to our dictionary, the field ⌃ also has interesting interactions with the

Higgs. For this extension, we have a neutral vector-like SU(2) Triplet fermion ⌃adj

that transforms under (1,3,0). Since this is a triplet, in the adjoint representation,

it has three components, which we call N1, N2 and N3. The field ⌃ has the Gauge

Covariant derivative:

D⌃̃i ⌘
⇣
@ + igT (A)a

ij Aa
⌘
⌃̃j

where the anti-fundamental generators are typically written as the isospin matrices,

such as:

T3 =
1p
2

0

BB@

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 �1

1

CCA

But it is more convenient to write the SU(2) triplet in the 2 ⇥ 2 representation,

since in this case the generator matrices are just the familiar Pauli matrices.

Then ⌃ becomes a 2⇥2 matrix containing Weyl spinors, according to ⌃↵↵̄ = ⌃a�a
↵↵̄.

Re-labeling the Weyl Spinor components as N3 = N0, N± = (N1 ⌥ iN2)/
p
2, the

matrix ⌃ can be written as:

⌃ =

 
N0/

p
2 N+

N� �N0/
p
2

!

Then we have the BSM Lagrangian given as:

LBSM = Tr[⌃̄i /D⌃]� 1

2
Tr[M⌃⌃̄⌃]� �̃†⌃̄

p
2�⌃L+ h.c.

(3.36)
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As with before, the left handed and right handed components of the Dirac

field mixes di↵erently, which is a subtlety that is not very easy to see if we keep

everything in Dirac field form. So we will write everything in Weyl notation. Then

the interaction terms are:

LZ = g2cwN̄
+a�µ

aċZµN̄
�ċ + g2cwN

+
ȧ �

µȧcZµN
�
c (3.37)

and

LW = �g2N
0a�µ

aċW
+
µ N̄�ċ � g2(N

0)†ȧ�
µȧcW+

µ N�
c + h.c. (3.38)

LBSM,H = �(�⌃
Hp
2
N0⌫e + �⌃HN̄+e) + h.c. (3.39)

Where we work in the unitary gauge so we only consider the neutral component

of the Higgs doublet �. After EWSB, the mass terms can be written as:

Lmass =

⇣
ē N̄+

⌘ 
me 0

�⌃⌫ M⌃

! 
e

N�

!
+

⇣
e† N+

⌘ 
me �⌃⌫

0 M⌃

! 
ē†

N̄�

!

And the mass matrix for the neutral states takes the form:

Lmass =

⇣
⌫e N0

⌘0

@m⌫
�⌃⌫p

2
�⌃⌫p

2
M⌃

1

A
 
⌫e

N0

!
+ h.c.

There is a subtlety that is worth discussing here. Usually, such a model (SU(2)

Triplet lepton) is called a Type-III Seesaw, which is a class of BSM theories where

a heavy neutral BSM lepton gives neutrinos mass through mixing [19]. Since the

neutral component couples to the Higgs and a neutrino, the neutrinos acquire a

mass term after mixing with N . Then by setting the mass of N to be arbitrarily

high, we can set the neutrino masses to be arbitrarily small, consistent with ob-

servations. However, we want our model to be a general model, meaning we don’t

want to treat it as a Type-III seesaw necessarily, since doing so would impose addi-

tional bounds on our parameter space. Rather, we want to see how Higgs searches

can be used to introduce bounds, thus we assume that the neutrinos acquire mass

through some other mechanism that is consistent with observations. Doing so also

allows us to eschew being flavor-democratic. So following Srednicki [11], we set

the neutrino mass m⌫ to be about 50 meV.
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We want to express the gauge eigenstates in terms of the mass eigenstates. To

diagonalize the mass matrices, we can repeat our procedure for the previous two

cases and find unitary matrices UL,R to rotate the charged states and one unitary

matrix U0 to rotate the neutral state. We first find UR by diagonalizing the mass

squared matrix, U�1
R MTMUR = MD. Using Mathematica, we get:

UR =

0

BBBB@

( 2s

4+

⇣
m02�M2

⌃
+
p

�2
⌃
v2m02+(M2

⌃
�m02)2

�⌃vm0

⌘2 ) ( �2s

4+

⇣
�m02+M2

⌃
+
p

�2
⌃
v2m02+(M2

⌃
�m02)2

�⌃vm0

⌘2 )

( 2s

4+

⇣
�m02+M2

⌃
+
p

�2
⌃
v2m02+(M2

⌃
�m02)2

�⌃vm0

⌘2 ) ( 2s

4+

⇣
m02�M2

⌃
+
p

�2
⌃
v2m02+(M2

⌃
�m02)2

�⌃vm0

⌘2 )

1

CCCCA

The left handed mixing matrix relates to this via UL = (MT )�1U⇤
RMD [16]. This

gives us:

UL =

 
cosR(✓) �MsinR(✓)

m0 + sinR(✓)
m0 )

��⌃vcosR(✓)
M

+ m0sinR(✓)
M

cosR(✓) +
�⌃vsinR(✓)

M⌃

!

where cosR(✓) and sinR(✓) are the rotations for UR.

This is more straightforward for the neutrino mass diagonalization, where it is just

found by U�1
N M2

NU = M2
D,N , and MN is the neutral mass matrix for left handed

Weyl Fields N0 and ve.

We find:

UN,L =

0

BBBB@

( 1s

1+

⇣
�M⌃+

p
2�2

⌃
v2+(M⌃)2

p
2�⌃v

⌘2 ) ( �1s

1+

⇣
M⌃+

p
2�2

⌃
v2+(M⌃)2

p
2�Ev

⌘2 )

( 1s

1+

⇣
M⌃+

p
2�2

⌃
v2+(M⌃)2

p
2�Ev

⌘2 ) ( 1s

1+

⇣
�M⌃+

p
2�2

⌃
v2+(M⌃)2

p
2�⌃v

⌘2 )

1

CCCCA

Then the gauge eigenstates relate to the mass eigenstates via:

N� = cos(✓)N�
mass + sin(✓)emass (3.40)

e = cos(✓)emass � sin(✓)N�
mass (3.41)

where cos(✓) = U1,1
L and sin(✓) = U1,2

L . For the right-handed Weyl fermions, we

have:

ē† = m(
cosR(✓)

m
+
�⌃vsinR(✓)

mM
)ē†mass +M(

�⌃vcosR(✓)

mM
+

sinR(✓)

m
)N̄�

mass (3.42)
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N̄� =
�msin(✓)

M
ē† + cos(✓)N̄� (3.43)

Letting cos(✓)N and sin(✓)N denote the neutral mixing angles, the neutral mixing

is given as

N0 = cos(✓)NN
0 + sin(✓)N⌫e (3.44)

Once mixing is done, we must note that the physical electron and BSM lepton

masses are now the eigenvalues of the charged mass matrix, M †M . Since me =

0.511MeV is much smaller than M⌃, which ranges between 200GeV and 1000GeV,

the physical M⌃ mass is roughly the same as the parameter M⌃, and the SM

yukawa changes as:

ye =

p
2me

v
+

p
2

v

⇣�2Ev2 �m2
e

M⌃

⌘
(3.45)

where me is the physical electron mass 0.511MeV. Similarly, the neutrino mass,

m⌫,physical, relates to the parameter m⌫ via:

m⌫ =
�2⌃v

2 + 2M⌃m⌫,physical � 2m2
⌫,physical

2(M⌃ �m⌫,physical)
(3.46)

and the physical neutrino mass is 50meV . The physical mass for the charged

component, which is just the larger eigenvalue of the mass squared matrix is:

M2
⌃,physical =

1

2
(m2

e +M2
⌃ +

q
m4

e + 4�2⌃v
2M2

⌃ � 2m2
eM

2
⌃ +M4

⌃) (3.47)

and for the neutral components the physical mass becomes:

M⌃,nphysical =
1

2
(M⌃ +m⌫ +

q
2�2⌃v

2 +m2
⌫ + 2m⌫M⌃ +M2

⌃) (3.48)

And to the lowest non-vanishing order, the physical mass for the charged compo-

nents becomes:

M 0
⌃ = M⌃ +

�2⌃v
2

M⌃
(3.49)

For the neutral components, this is:

M 0
⌃ = M⌃ +

�2⌃v
2

2M⌃
(3.50)
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Now that we have our physical masses and mixing angles, let’s take a look at our

vertices. The charged and neutral components of the new heavy lepton couple to

SM leptons via the weak interaction, and adding the SM lagrangian for the weak

interaction to this after mixing, we get:

LW,Z ✓ g2(
msin(✓)cos(✓)N

M
)N0a�µ

aċW
+
µ ē†ċ +

g2p
2
sin(✓)cos(✓)NN̄

�a�µ
aċW

+
µ ⌫

ċ

� g2p
2
sin(✓)Ncos(✓)(N

0)†ȧ�
µȧcW+

µ ec +
g2
cw

sin(✓)cos(✓)N̄�a�µ
aċZµe

ċ

+
g2
2cw

sin(✓)Ncos(✓)N(N
0)†ȧ�

µȧcZµ⌫c � g2cw
msin(✓)

M
N̄+a�µ

aċZµē
†ċ + h.c.

(3.51)

The double BSM lepton vertices become (ignoring the sin2(✓) terms:

LW,Z ✓ g2cwcos
2(✓)(N̄+a�µ

aċZµN̄
�ċ +N+

ȧ �
µȧcZµN

�
c )

�g2cos(✓)cos(✓)N(N
0a�µ

aċW
+
µ N̄�ċ + (N0)†ȧ�

µȧcW+
µ N�

c ) + h.c.
(3.52)

Finally, the Higgs vertices are (again ignoring the sin2(✓) terms):

LBSM,H = �(�⌃cos
2(✓)N

Hp
2
N0⌫e + cos2(✓)�⌃HN̄+e) + h.c. (3.53)

We have our vertices, so we want to validate it, as with before. Work by Frances-

chini et. al. have studied a similar model over a particular parameter space [20].

Their model bears subtle di↵erences from ours, for example their mixings are to

first order in the BSM coupling and their neutrinos gain their mass solely through

mixing. Nonetheless, their work still serves as a useful guide for validation. As

with before, double production is more interesting than single production, so let’s

look at the double production cross sections.

Comparing to the Franceschini paper, we see that the double production cross

section for our model is close to their results:
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Figure 3.5: Our results for heavy lepton pair production agree with Franceschini
et. al. for their coupling value (our x-axis starts at 200 GeV)

As with before, it is also important that we compare to their branching ratios.

Doing so, we get:

Figure 3.6: Branching rations for the charged BSM lepton is identical to the
Franceschini Results
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And for the neutral BSM lepton components, we get:

Figure 3.7: Branching rations for the neutral BSM lepton is identical to the
Franceschini Results

Great, so the branching ratios check out. Now that we have done a check on

the model, we can generate some Higgs + X events. Let’s take a look at how we

can achieve this.



Chapter 4

The Simulation Pipeline: LHC

Inside a Computer

We have our models, and now we want to study the imprints of them in the

LHC. However, the LHC is a very complicated device, and there is no way we

can theoretically figure this out on pencil and paper. Thus, we use a simulation

pipeline to calculate the number of LHC events we should expect to see for a given

process that obeys the model of our choosing. The pipeline is outlined as follows:

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the Pipeline

First we make a model file in a Mathematica package called Feynrules [21].

This file includes any parameter that describes our theory of nature. In this file,

we can define our new particles, their new masses, their charges, etc. After we have

done that, we write the full Lagrangian and the mixing, and running Feynrules

gives us a UFO file, which contains the momentum space Feynman Rules for our

theory.

Then we pass this file to MadGraph, [18] which is a very useful tool that allows

us to calculate cross sections for the theory. Additionally, there are other tools
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built into MadGraph that we rely on for the detector simulation. This includes

Pythia [22], which figures out what the strong interaction does to the strongly

interacting final states.

Then the events are passed onto Delphes, a detector simulation which recon-

structs final states as electrons, muons, photons, and jets, which are the only

objects that the detector actually sees. [23]

And finally, we implement analyses using MadAnalysis [24], which tell us the

percentage of events observed that the experimentalists can ultimately tie back to

our process of interest. This allows us to identify the final states that come from

the exotic processes that we are interested in, which tells us the percentage of data

that experimentalists would be able to tie back to our model in detectors.

Denoting the luminosity by L, the cross section by �, and the e�ciency by ✏,

final output of this pipeline is the quantity N = �L✏, which gives us the number

of BSM events that an experimentalist would see at the LHC if our model was a

correct model of nature. As a brief aside, note that for luminosity as well as the

collision energy (14 TeV), we use the upcoming high luminosity LHC [25], since

future collider experiments will involve the high luminosity LHC. The number N is

the main quantity of interest that we compare to LHC searches. In particular, say

we have a particular Higgs + X final state of interest. Using our pipeline, for any

of the models we choose, such as those in Chapter 3, we can calculate the number

of Higgs + X final states of interest that would come from the model. Then we can

compare this to existing searches and use the discrepancy to tighten bounds on the

BSM parameters, which is to say we can rule out certain regions of the parameter

space. Additionally, if it turns out certain final states haven’t been searched for

yet, we can point experimentalists at those searches as promising new avenues.



Chapter 5

Results

We have our models built and the methods set up, so as promised, it is finally

time to compute some Higgs + X cross sections. Starting with our first model, E,

we have the pp ! EĒ ! H +X cross sections graphed in the parameter space as:

Figure 5.1: Higgs + X final states through double E production

It is worth noting here that the constraints given by Ellis et. al. [14] constrain

a ratio of the coupling to the mass as
�2
E

M2
E
 1.2⇥10�2

1TeV 2 , so we only really need to use

one of the free parameters in our graph.
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Now that we have the cross section, let’s look at the number of LHC events. An

existing analysis for an ATLAS search [26] has already ruled out a small portion

of the parameter space, which is highlighted by the red bar in the graph below:

Figure 5.2: The graph shows the expected number of Higgs + X Events over the
E parameter space, given by ME. Anything left of the red bar has been ruled out
by existing searches, which means there is potential for discovery to the right.

The graph shows that current searches have ruled out a small portion of the

parameter space, so there is still a lot of room for exploration to the right. Our

hope is that the high luminosity LHC will bring promising results in this direction

once it starts running.

The next model in line is our SU(2) Doublet �1. Using our pipeline, we calcu-

late the Higgs + X cross sections at 14 TeV as:
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Figure 5.3: pp ! �1�̄1 ! H + X Cross Section for 14 TeV over the BSM

Parameter Space,
�2
�1

M2
�1

 5.7⇥10�3

1TeV 2

An existing analysis for a CMS search rules out this model for M�1 = 120�790

(GeV) when �1 couples to third generation Standard Model leptons [27]. However,

there hasn’t been an analysis performed for couplings to the first generation SM

Leptons. So a good next step would be modifying the aforementioned analysis

and using the data from [27] to say something about the case for first generation

coupling.

And finally, let’s look at the SU(2) Triplet. The H + X cross sections for this

field can be graphed as:
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Figure 5.4: pp ! ⌃⌃̄ ! H+X Cross Section for 14 TeV over the BSM Parameter

Space,
�2
⌃

M2
⌃
 2.9⇥10�2

1TeV 2

A promising search that can constrain this model was conducted by CMS in

2019 at 137fb�1 and 13 TeV [28]. An existing analysis rules out BSM leptons

of the type-III seesaw model for masses below 880 GeV. However, this model is

di↵erent than our SU(2) Triplet in a couple ways. First of all, their mixing angles

are di↵erent than ours, since they are written as constants rather than analytical

functions of the free BSM parameters. Secondly, their model is flavor democratic,

meaning that their BSM lepton couples to all generations of leptons and not just

the first ones like it is in our case. And finally, their model is a Type-III Seesaw

which means that their neutrinos gain their mass through the BSM lepton while

our leptons already have a small mass before mixing. Nonetheless, their analysis

is a good approximation and a fruitful next step would be modifying it to have the

CMS search [28] impose new constraints on our model.

To conclude, existing searches rule out a small part of the E field parameter

space. Currently there aren’t any analyses that constrain the parameter space of

our SU(2) Doublet and SU(2) Triplet, �1 and ⌃, so future work will focus on

modifying existing analyses for similar models [27] [28] to constrain those two.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The abundance of BSM models make searching for new Physics a cumbersome

task. This is further complicated by the fact that trigger systems devised to keep

LHC data at a sane level possibly rule out numerous interesting kinematics. By

the time High Luminosity LHC opens, there is a short time window for particle

physicists to narrow down places to look for. As a result, new methods that can

constrain the BSM parameter space are more crucial than ever.

In this report, we propose a comprehensive method for studying a general list of

BSM processes where a heavy BSM particle decays into Higgs. EFT methods are

used in conjunction with existing bounds on SMEFT coe�cients [14] to e�ciently

map out what the current bounds are for the parameters of single-field Standard

Model extensions that interact with the Higgs. Then, the fields that we expect

to be constrained the best by Higgs searches (compared to non-Higgs SM final

states) are singled out of this list. To demonstrate the power of this method, we

look at the three most promising such fields and calculate the vertices for their

interactions with the Standard Model. This allows us to calculate cross sections

for events where these particles are produced on-shell and subsequently decay into

Higgs. We then find that existing searches can be used to constrain these models.

Results of an 8 TeV search rule out a small portion of the E parameter space, which

suggest room for new discovery, and newer searches rule out a larger portion of

the BSM parameter space for models similar to the last two. Our future work will

focus on modifying existing analyses for those searches to put constraints on the
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parameters of our latter two models.

Our work has shown the utility of SMEFT techniques in investigating BSM-

Higgs interactions. This work is model independent, thus the results we display in

this report can be recycled for the exploration of other promising avenues in the

BSM theory space. We hope that this work will be used in future investigation

and motivate a new approach in the quest for finding new physics.



Appendix A

Operator-Higgs Dictionary

Going through the list of dimension-6 SMEFT Operators, we select those that

have interactions that involve the Higgs. But in general, such vertices can’t be

produced by themselves in the LHC, so we must come up with LHC-friendly pro-

duction processes that contain these vertices. For example, if an operator contains

the vertex hee, we would could come up with an LHC collision that leads to such

vertex as follows:

Figure A.1: The process pp ! Z ! ee, e ! eh contains the desired vertex

Here is the full list of non-hadronic Higgs containing Operators that de Blas

et. al. [15] list, along with their vertices that contain Higgs and the full process of

production ranked by total coupling:
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Table A.1: Ranked H+X Processes Generated by non-Hadronic Operators

Operator Vertices Production Processes X Coupling

Oye ll̄h qq̄ �! W e and ē (3 final states) g22
2

qq̄ �! Z l and l̄ (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

qq̄ �! � l and l̄ (3 final states) e2

O5 eēh qq̄ �! Z e and ē (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

⌫⌫̄h qq̄ �! Z ⌫ and ⌫̄ (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

eēh qq̄ �! � e and ē (3 final states) e2

Oe� eēh qq̄ �! W , Z e and ē (3 final states) g22
2 ,

e2

4s2wc2w

O�B hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 L) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

O�W hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hWWZ qq̄ �! W W and Z (3 final states) g2p
2

hWW� qq̄ �! W W and � (3 final states) g2p
2

hWWZ qq̄ �! Z W and W (3 final states) e
2swcw

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

hWW� qq̄ �! � W and W (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
hWWWW qq̄ �! W 3 W ’s (4 final states) g2p

2

hWWZ VBF Z, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2

hWWZ VBF W , q, q̄ (4 final states) eg2p
8swcw

hWW� VBF �, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2
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Table A.2: Ranked H+X Processes Generated by non-Hadronic Operators

O�WB hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hWWZ qq̄ �! W W and Z (3 final states) g2p
2

hWW� qq̄ �! W W and � (3 final states) g2p
2

hWWZ qq̄ �! Z W and W (3 final states) e
2swcw

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

hWW� qq̄ �! � W and W (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)

hWWZ VBF Z, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2

hWWZ VBF W , q, q̄ (4 final states) eg2p
8swcw

hWW� VBF �, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2

O�B̃ hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

O�W̃B hZZ VH Z (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�Z qq̄ �! Z � (2 final states) e
2swcw

h�� qq̄ �! � � (2 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
h�Z VH Z (2 final states) 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

hWWZ qq̄ �! W W and Z (3 final states) g2p
2

hWW� qq̄ �! W W and � (3 final states) g2p
2

hWWZ qq̄ �! Z W and W (3 final states) e
2swcw

hZZ VBF qq (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

hWW� qq̄ �! � W and W (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)

hWWZ VBF Z, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2

hWWZ VBF W , q, q̄ (4 final states) eg2p
8swcw

hWW� VBF �, q, q̄ (4 final states) g22
2
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Table A.3: Ranked H+X Processes Generated by non-Hadronic Operators
(Continued)

Operator Vertices Production Processes X Coupling Strength
OeB hZeē qq̄ �! Z e, ē (3 final states) e

2swcw

h�eē qq̄ �! � e, ē (3 states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)
OeW hē⌫W ud̄ �! W e, ē (3 final states) g2p

2

hZeē qq̄ �! Z e, ē (3 final states) e
2swcw

O(1)
�l hZll̄ qq̄ �! Z l, l̄ e

2swcw

h�ll̄ qq̄ �! � l, l̄ (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)

hll̄ qq̄ �! W , Z l, l̄ (3 final states) g22
2 ,

e2

4s2wc2w

O�e heē qq̄ �! W e and ē (3 final states) g22
2

qq̄ �! Z e and ē (3 final states) e2

4s2wc2w

hZeē qq �! Z e, ē (3 final states) e
2swcw

heē qq̄ �! � e and ē (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e2

3 (d)
h�eē qq �! � e, ē 2e

3 (u), e
3 (d)

O(3)
�l hWe⌫e qq �! W e, ⌫e (3 final states) g2p

2

hZll̄ qq �! Z l, l̄ (3 final states) e
2swcw

h�ll̄ qq �! � l, l̄ (3 final states) 2e
3 (u), e

3 (d)

hll̄ qq̄ �! W , Z l, l̄ (3 final states) g22
2 ,

e2

4s2wc2w



Appendix B

Field-Operator Dictionary

In the table below, we have the full list of Operators that contribute to SMEFT

Operators containing Higgs, along with the Higgs + X processes they contribute to

and the highest allowed cross section for these processes. We used the study by de

Blas et. al. [15] to find out how each field contributes to Higgs containing SMEFT

operators and calculated the cross sections for LHC processes that contain these

operators with the contributions saturating the upper bounds on SMEFT Wilson

Coe�cients set by Ellis [14]. This gives us the maximum allowed cross section for

each BSM contributed Higgs + X process.

This table allows us to identify single-field extensions of the Standard Model

that have the most interesting interactions with Higgs. Out of these, we can select

the ones that are expected to be constrained better by Higgs searches than other

SM final state searches and calculate the theoretical number of Higgs + X events

at the LHC that would come from those fields. In this report, we identify the three

most promising ones, but the same method can be used to study other extensions

as well.

Note that while each field contributes to di↵erent operators and thus leads to

multiple Higgs + X processes, some of the processes are much weaker than the

others. So for each field we rank the processes by their overall couplings and select

fields that lead to at least one significant interaction in the EFT limit.
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Table B.1: Ranked H+X Processes for Single-Field Extensions Constrained by
Ellis et al.

Field Parameter Processes SM Couplings Operators � Bound
⌅ 2⌅ dd̄ �! h 1 Od�

uū �! h 1 Ou�

qq̄ ! Z,� ! hZ Weak O�D 2.8⇥ 10�7pb
qq̄ ! Z,� ! h� Weak O�D 2.3⇥ 10�10pb

Drell-Yan ! heē Weak2 Oe�, O�D 2.9⇥ 10�7pb
Drell-Yan ! he⌫̄ Weak2 Oe�, O�D 4.9⇥ 10�9pb

⌅1 2⌅1
dd̄ �! h 1 Od�

uū �! h 1 Ou�

qq̄ ! Z,� ! hZ Weak O�D 3.1⇥ 10�7pb
qq̄ ! Z,� ! h� Weak O�D 2.3⇥ 10�10pb

2⌅1
, ⌅y⌅ Drell-Yan ! heē Weak2 Oe�, O5, O�D 3.2⇥ 10�8pb

2⌅1
, ⌅y⌅ Drell-Yan ! he⌫̄ Weak2 Oe�, O5 , O�D 5.6⇥ 10�9pb
⌅y⌅ qq̄ ! Z ! ⌫⌫̄ ! h⌫⌫̄ Weak2 O5, , O�D

N �2N qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 7.8⇥ 10�8pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 6.9⇥ 10�8 pb

E �2E qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 1.2⇥ 10�8 pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

Oe�, O(3)
�l 1.8⇥ 10�8pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

�1 �2�1
qq̄ ! Z ! heē Weak O�e 4.2⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ ! Z ! eē ! heē Weak2 O�e, Oe�

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 O�e, Oe�

�3 �2�3
qq̄ ! Z ! heē Weak O�e 9.8⇥ 10�9pb

qq̄ ! Z ! eē ! heē Weak2 O�e, Oe�

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 O�e, Oe�

⌃ �2⌃ qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e
g2p
2

O(3)
�l 8.7⇥ 10�3pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 8.1⇥ 10�9pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 1.2⇥ 10�7pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�

⌃1 �2⌃1
qq̄ �! W �! he⌫e

g2p
2

O(3)
�l 3.0⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ �! Z �! heē e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 3.0⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ �! Z �! h⌫⌫̄ e
2swcw

O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 6.0⇥ 10�11pb

qq̄ ! Z,W ! ll̄ ! hll̄ Weak2 Oe�,O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l

qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�

U �2U uū ! h 1 Ou�, O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q

qq̄ ! h� 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 3.5⇥ 10�8pb

qq̄ ! hZ 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 1.9⇥ 10�4pb

ud̄ ! hW 1 O(3)
�q 1.6⇥ 10�4pb
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Table B.2: Ranked H+X Processes for Single-Field Extensions Constrained by
Ellis et al.

Field Parameter Processes SM Couplings Operators � Bound

D �2D dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q

qq̄ ! h� 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 5.4⇥ 10�11pb

qq̄ ! hZ 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 2.7⇥ 10�5pb

ud̄ ! hW 1 O(3)
�q 3.3⇥ 10�5pb

Q1 �d2Q1
dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O�d

�u2Q1
uū ! h 1 Ou�, O�u

�uQ1
�uQ1

uū ! hz 1 O�u 3.1⇥ 10�4pb
�dQ1

�dQ1
dd̄ ! hz 1 O�d

�uQ1
�uQ1

uū ! h� 1 O�u 5.7⇥ 10�10pb
�dQ1

�dQ1
uū ! h� 1 O�u

�uQ1
�dQ1

ud̄ ! Wh 1 O�ud 1.4⇥ 10�14pb
Q5 �2Q5

dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O�d

dd̄ ! h� 1 O�d 8.8⇥ 10�9pb
dd̄ ! hZ 1 O�d 4.5⇥ 10�2pb

Q7 �2Q7
uū ! h 1 Ou�, O�u

uū ! h� 1 O�u 2.1⇥ 10�9pb
uū ! hZ 1 O�u 4.4⇥ 10�3pb

T1 �2T1
uū ! h 1 Ou�, O(1)

�q , O(3)
�q

dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q

qq̄ ! h� 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 1.8⇥ 10�9pb

qq̄ ! hZ 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 1.0⇥ 10�3pb

ud̄ ! hW 1 O(3)
�q 1.9⇥ 10�4pb

T2 �2T2
uū ! h 1 Ou�, O(1)

�q , O(3)
�q

dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q

qq̄ ! h� 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 4.6⇥ 10�10pb

qq̄ ! hZ 1 O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 2.4⇥ 10�4pb

ud̄ ! hW 1 O(3)
�q 5.5⇥ 10�5pb

B Im(ĝ�B)Re(ĝ�B) dd̄ ! h 1 Od�

Im(ĝ�B)Re(ĝ�B) uū ! h 1 Ou�

ĝ�2B qq̄ ! Z ! hZ Weak O�D 6.1⇥ 10�3pb
ĝ�2B qq̄ ! Z ! h� Weak O�D 4.9⇥ 10�6pb
ĝ�2B qq̄ ! � ! h� EM O�D

ĝ�2B qq̄ ! � ! hZ EM O�D

Re(ĝ�B)Im(ĝ�B) qq̄ ! W ! e⌫̄ ! he⌫̄ Weak2 Oe�, O�D 5.3⇥ 10�5pb
Re(ĝ�B)Im(ĝ�B) qq̄ ! �, Z ! eē ! heē EM2, Weak2 Oe� , O�D 3.3⇥ 10�4pb

B1 ĝ�B1
ĝ�B1

dd̄ ! h 1 Od�

ĝ�B1
ĝ�B1

uū ! h 1 Ou�

qq ! Z, � ! hZ Weak, EM O�D 7.2⇥ 10�9pb
qq ! Z, � ! h� Weak, EM O�D 5.6⇥ 10�14pb

ĝ�B1
ĝ�B1

qq̄ ! Z ! eē ! heē Weak2 Oe�, O�D 7.2⇥ 10�10pb
ĝ�B1

ĝ�B1
qq̄ ! W ! e⌫̄ ! he⌫̄ Weak2 Oe�, O�D 1.2⇥ 10�10pb

W Re(ĝ�W)Im(ĝ�W) dd̄ ! h 1 Od�, O(3)
�q

uū ! h 1 Ou�, O(3)
�q

Im(ĝ�W)2 qq ! Z, � ! h� Weak, EM O�D 1.5⇥ 10�8pb
Im(ĝ�W)2 qq ! Z, � ! hz Weak, EM O�D 1.5⇥ 10�5pb

|ĝ�W |2 +Re(ĝ�W)Im(ĝ�W) qq̄ ! Z ! eē ! heē Weak2 Oe�, O�D 4.1⇥ 10�3pb
|ĝ�W |2 +Re(ĝ�W)Im(ĝ�W) qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�, O�D

|ĝ�W |2 +Re(ĝ�W)Im(ĝ�W) qq̄ ! W ! e⌫̄ ! he⌫̄ Weak2 Oe� , O�D 6.6⇥ 10�4pb

W1 ĝ�W1
ĝ�W1

dd̄ ! h 1 Od�

uū ! h 1 Ou�

qq̄ ! z, � ! hz Weak, EM O�D 2.7⇥ 10�9pb
qq̄ ! z, � ! h� Weak, EM O�D 2.2⇥ 10�12pb

qq̄ ! Z ! eē ! heē Weak2 Oe�, O�D 3.0⇥ 10�10pb
qq̄ ! � ! eē ! heē EM2 Oe�, O�D

qq̄ ! W ! e⌫̄ ! he⌫̄ EM2 Oe� , O�D 4.8⇥ 10�10pb
L1



46Table B.3: H+X Final Processes for Single-Field Extensions Constrained by Ellis
et al.

Field Parameter H+X Final States Operators � Bound
⌅ 2⌅ hZ O�D 2.8⇥ 10�7pb

2⌅ h� O�D 2.3⇥ 10�10pb
2⌅ heē Oe�, O�D 2.9⇥ 10�7pb
2⌅ he⌫̄ Oe�, O�D 4.9⇥ 10�9pb

⌅1 2⌅ hZ O�D 2.8⇥ 10�7pb
2⌅1

h� O�D 2.3⇥ 10�10pb
2⌅1

heē Oe�, O�D 2.9⇥ 10�7pb
2⌅1

he⌫̄ Oe�, O�D 4.9⇥ 10�9pb
N �2N h⌫⌫̄ O1

�l, O3
�l 6.9⇥ 10�8pb

�2N hen̄u O3
�l 7.8⇥ 10�8pb

E �2E he⌫̄e O3
�l 1.2⇥ 10�8pb

heē Oe�, O1
�l, O3

�l 1.8⇥ 10�8pb
�1 �2�1

heē Oe�, O�e 4.2⇥ 10�10pb
�3 �2�3

heē Oe�, O�e 9.8⇥ 10�9pb

⌃ �2⌃ he⌫̄ Oe�, O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 8.7⇥ 10�3pb

heē Oe�, O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 8.1⇥ 10�9pb

h⌫⌫̄ Oe�, O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 1.2⇥ 10�7pb

⌃1 �2⌃1
he⌫̄ Oe�, O(1)

�l , O(3)
�l 3.0⇥ 10�10pb

heē Oe�, O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 2.9⇥ 10�10pb

h⌫⌫̄ Oe�, O(1)
�l , O(3)

�l 1.2⇥ 10�7pb

U �2U h� O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 3.5⇥ 10�8pb

hZ O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 1.9⇥ 10�4pb

hW O(3)
�q 1.6⇥ 10�4pb

D �2U h� O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 5.4⇥ 10�11pb

hZ O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 2.7⇥ 10�5pb

hW O(3)
�q 3.3⇥ 10�5pb

Q1 �d2Q1
+ �u2Q1

hZ O�u, O�d 3.1⇥ 10�4pb
h� O�u, O�d 5.7⇥ 10�10pb
hW O�ud 3.3⇥ 10�5pb

Q5 �2Q5
hZ O�d 4.5⇥ 10�2pb
h� O�d 8.8⇥ 10�9pb

Q7 �2Q7
hZ O�d 4.4⇥ 10�3pb
h� O�d 2.1⇥ 10�9pb

T2 �2T2
hZ O(1)

�q , O(3)
�q 2.4⇥ 10�4pb

h� O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 4.6⇥ 10�10pb

hW O(1)
�q , O(3)

�q 5.5⇥ 10�5pb
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Table B.4: H+X Final Processes for Single-Field Extensions Constrained by Ellis
et al.

Field Parameter H+X Final States Operators � Bound

B ĝ2�B hZ O�D 6.1⇥ 10�3pb
h� O�D 4.9⇥ 10�6pb

Re(ĝ�B)Im(ĝ�B) he⌫ Oe�, O�D 5.3⇥ 10�5pb
heē Oe�, O�D 3.3⇥ 10�4

B1 ĝ2�B1
hZ O�D 7.2⇥ 10�9pb
h� O�D 5.6⇥ 10�14pb
he⌫̄ Oe�, O�D 7.2⇥ 10�10pb
heē Oe�, O�D 1.2⇥ 10�10

W Im(ĝ�W)2 hZ O�D 1.5⇥ 10�5pb
h� O�D 1.5⇥ 10�8pb

|ĝ�W |2 +Re(ĝ�W)Im(ĝ�W) he⌫̄ Oe�, O�D 6.6⇥ 10�4pb
heē Oe�, O�D 4.1⇥ 10�3pb

W (ĝ�W1
)2 hZ O�D 2.7⇥ 10�9pb

h� O�D 2.2⇥ 10�12pb
heē O�D, Oe� 3.0⇥ 10�10pb
he⌫̄ O�D, Oe� 4.81⇥ 10�10pb
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